
CODE NAME CONDITION GPS COORDINATES ADDRESS CROSS STREET DESCRIPTION INSCRIPTION

F001 Pan (Bacchus) Excellent N39 02.522 W94 35.332

F002 New Cool N39 02.359 W94 35.783 800 Ward parkway Pennsylvania Waterfall in Brush Creek with a series of curved ledges

F003 Not Working 58th St Lydia

F004 "Pond" 5901 College Blvd

F005 Pond Not Running N38 55.619 W94 39.965 7101 College Blvd

F006 7101 Tower Excellent N38 55.610 W94 40.119 7007 College Blvd One fountain graces the pond in front of the 7101 Tower building.

F007 A Mind Soothed 4525 Oak St

F008 Construction Blue Springs

F009 Excellent N39.00595 W94.52711 6700 Zoo Drive

F010 Excellent N39 02.550 W94 35.438 310 W 47th St

F011 6700 Zoo Drive

F012 Allen Memorial Excellent N39 02.488 W94 35.461 350 Nichols Rd

F013 N39.11087 W94.52566

F014

F015 Excellent N39 00.424 W94 33.724 Meyer Blvd

F016 501 NE Birmingham Rd

F017 Animals

F018 Antioch Park N39 00.526 W94 41.053 South Lake Two beautiful fountains in the middle of this lake where visitors can glide over the water in paddle boats

4701 Wyandotte St A sculptural group set within a qua trefoil basin. A central male bust, a terminal pedestal, is surrounded by 
four female figures. Figures represent Bacchus holding court, surrounded by his female nymphs and male 
satyrs. Male bust of Bacchus depicts a youthful head with flowing locks of hair. Grapevines curl around the 
pedestal. Oak leaves and acorn form a wreath in his hair. The female figure to the left of Bacchus on the 
north elevation is portrayed kneeling and looking backward with an upraised arm that supports multiple 
folds of drapery. Her backward gaze is directed toward a cloven-hoofed satyr figure who is reaching up to 
touch her with a pine branch. To the right of Bacchus on the north side of the sculpture, a female figure is 
looking up at the central bust and a child's figure is holding a garland of flowers and leaning back against 
her. A child figure with insect like wings appears on west elevation. The south elevation contains a female 
figure who gazes outward, portrayed with sheaves of wheat beside her and sprigs of wheat in her hair. She 
holds a cornucopia. The adjacent figure on the south side has a cat-o-mine tails in her hair and holds a 
scallop shell. The child figure in front of her and beneath her is shown on his hands and knees in pursuit of 
a frog. His legs end in a webbed tail-like form suggesting a mermaid figure.

CHANDLER COURT, 
1967, IN MEMORY OF 
CLARENCE A. 
CHANDLER 1872-1963, 
PIONEER KANSAS CITY 
FLORIST AND 
LONGTIME OWNER OF 
THE FIRST 
COMMERCIAL 
STRUCTURE TO 
OCCUPY THIS SITE.

Waterfall - Not 
Listed

49/63 
Neighborhood

Located at 58th & Lydia, these concrete "hills" envelop a red brick cradle in this modern fountain. Five jets 
propel water down in small streams. Birds circle and wait their turn for refreshment.

Two jets reach skyward as in front of the First Horizon Lending Center. These can be seen from College 
Boulevard.

Of the Nelson Art Gallery, J.C. Nichols said: "We had always in mind that unwelcome disease 'museum 
fatigue', and everything is planned to prevent it." The opening of the courtyard in 1933, featured the fountain 
in its center. The massive marble bowl weighs approximately four tons. Water overflows to the basin below 
only to be returned by eight nozzles arching upward.

Adams Dairy 
Parkway

Adams Dairy Pky R D Mize

Albert P Mauro 
Browse Garden at 
KC Zoo

Swope Park The browse garden is part of the animal enrichment program at the zoo designed to stimulate the animals 
mind. Browsers and grazers are classes of animals – signifying their eating patterns. The plants they eat 
are very important to their health. Signs throughout the garden document what animals like to eat which 
plants. A small creek runs through out the garden. On one side of the garden is a rock water fall ending in a 
pool of that sports water plants and colorful fish. Located in the International area across from the 
Hummingbird Garden.

Aleman Court Named after Mexican President Miguel Aleman who dedicated this fountain in 1947, it is a relatively 
unknown piece which adds a decorative element to the court. The lack of public awareness of the fountain 
has been in part due to its position far back from the street.

Alfred Benjamin 
Memorial

Swope Park Depicting a modern Good Samaritan,this huge sculpture and drinking fountain, was dedicated to Alfred 
Benjamin, noted Kansas City philanthropist and one of the founders of the United Jewish Charities. A 
bronze sculpture sits on a rectangular stone base which is flanked on either side by two attached stone 
benches. There is a semi-circular water fountain attached to the front of the pedestal. All of these elements 
sit on a stone platform. The sculpture realistically depicts two seated male figures in contemporary dress 
(for 1927). The right figure, representing strength, is supporting and giving assistance to the left figure, 
representing weakness, who leans against him. Strength holds a bowl in his right hand while his left arm is 
around the shoulders of the weakened figure. His head is turned slightly left as he looks down. Weakness 
holds in both hands a bowl from which he is preparing to drink. He is shirtless and shoeless. His right leg is 
tucked up and his left leg is extended. He looks down at the bowl, his head turned slightly to the right. Both 
men appear to sit on a boulder, behind which can be seen two symbols of strength, a stump sprouting oak 
leaves and a plowshare.

On Stone Pedestal: In 
Memory of Alfred 
Benjamin Whose Noble 
Deeds Enshrined Him in 
the Hearts of His Fellow 
Men. A.D. 1927 Bench 
Back (right): Charity 
Bench Back (left): 
Humanity

A mother seated with her PL knee drawn up, looks down from a marble basin to a child who reaches up to 
her from inside a qua trefoil basin. The basin has three ducks, one at each side and the child stands on a 
small turtle as he reaches up. The effect is a lyrical, sentimental tribute to motherhood.

In Memory of Eleanor 
Nichols Allen and Earl 
Wilson Allen Presented to 
the Plaza in 1962 by their 
Families S. Gemignani, 
Sculptor, Florence, Italy

American Legion 1 
at Budd Park

The second American Legion fountain was dedicated at 9th & Main Streets. In 1958, when the city began a 
downtown redevelopment project, this fountain was moved to the intersection of Van Brunt Boulevard and 
Budd Park Esplanade.

American Legion 2 
at Swope Park 
(Zoo)

In 1921, the American Legion held its national convention in Kansas City. One of the highlights of that 
convention was the dedication of two fountains, gifts from the city under the administration of Mayor James 
Cowgill to honor the American Legion posts. One of the two monuments, a drinking fountain, is located in 
Swope Park north of the main shelter house. The fountain was constructed of Tennessee marble at a cost 
of $8,000.

American War 
Mothers Memorial 

The Paseo The simple form of this fountain is rich in meaning. It was dedicated in 1942 to those who had served in 
WWI. The 18' limestone obelisk in its center has metal stars affixed to three of its four sides: Blue for 
soldiers serving and uninjured, Silver (white) for those injured, and the Gold (yellow) for those killed. The 
War Mother's insignia was placed on the fourth side.

Ameristar

One Ward Pky Gracing the three-story atrium at One Ward Parkway, this fountain was sculpted by Siror Tofanari, from 
Italy, in 1951 and was installed in 1979.
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F019 April Excellent N39 02.470 W94 35.604 4750 Pennsylvania Ave

F020 Armor Center N39 00.214 W94 35.532 W 69th St

F021 Armor Green N39 00.177 W94 35.174 E 69th Grand Ave

F022 Bank of America W 10th Baltimore Ave

Bannister Mall

F023 N38.95585 W94.76254 15230 W 95th St

F024 Barclay Club Apt 3800 NW Barry Rd

F025 Barnes Memorial 500 College Hill

F026 N39.09992 W94.58623

F027 Beaumont 

F028 N39 00.736 W94 36.991 Tomahawk Rd

F029 125th

F030 28th St Brooklyn Ave

F031 Block Courtyard American Century 44th St

F032 Boar Charity Box N39 02.546 W94 35.442 47th

F033 Boy and Fish 79th St

F034 Boy and Frog Good N39 02.491 W94 35.440 302 Nichols Rd Central Ave

F035 Boy with Frog 138th St

F036 N39 01.061 W94 36.483

F037 Brush Creek I

F038 Brush Creek II

A small girl stands over a shell- shaped concrete base. She holds a small watering can in her right hand 
watering three flowering that she holds in her left hand.

G. Goodacre Henri 
Studio, Inc./1973 
Pabatinelli 6500/6g

Winthrope This fountain was located at the gateway to the Armour Hills subdivision. A newspaper caption describing 
the fountain noted that it embodied "patriotism and child life as the foundation of the American home." The 
fountain was destroyed in April 1954 by vandalism. The original sculpture was replaced by another group 
that represented a similar theme - a child with a goose, reportedly a reproduction of an old Pisan fountain. 
The original basin of the fountain has been retained along with the first tier of the pedestal.

Purchased in 1922 by J.C. Nichols in Italy, the original marble fountain consisted of a pedestal resembling a 
rock formation supporting a saucer carved as a scalloped shell. A youth and an infant were placed in the 
center of the saucer. Water issued from the summit of the rock formation. The original work was vandalized 
in 1953 and was replaced by a lead statue of a boy holding a vase, obtained from the Nichols Company. 
That work was also vandalized. The park and fountain were then restored by the Armour Hills 
Neighborhood Association.

This fountain encircles the base of a stairway leading to a mezzanine level. The irregularly shaped basin is 
of glazed brick with a beveled top (probably to discourage its use as a seating area). Thin streams of water 
are propelled from the outside walls of the basin into the pool of water.

The mall has four fountain pools, developed primarily in response to surveys which indicated that shoppers 
were making fewer trips to shopping centers but were staying longer. These fountain areas were designed 
to relieve the psychological and physical fatigue related to long shopping expeditions by providing soothing 
sounds.

Kansas Commerce 
Center

Barney Allis Plaza 1200 Wyandotte Located near Bartle Hall Convention Center in downtown Kansas City, this fountain runs nearly a block 
long. Computer-assisted cycling action varies both the colors and height of the water columns formed by 
the 112 geyser jets.

701 Village West Pky 30' tall, hand-sculpted and templated fountain on the grounds of Chateau Avalon, a 62-room luxury hotel in 
the Village West District of Kansas City, KS. Builders hand troweled the concrete into the steel framework. 
The fountain consists of three-tiers, made of 21 tons of concrete and steel. The fountain embellishments 
include larger-than-life-size statues that shoot water into the top tier, which overflows into the bottom two 
tiers at a rate of 67,500 gallons per hour. The at-night LED lighting enables the fountain to produce over 
one million lighting color combinations, a feature that even most famous Las Vegas fountains 

Belinder Court Belinder Ave This fountain was purchased by J.C. Nichols in the early 1920's during a visit to Rio de Janerio. Sources 
indicate that the 300-year old fountain had been imported to South America from France.

Bennington 
(Ewing)

Bennington Ave

Bernard Powell 
Memorial

Bernard Powell, a social activist, was slain in 1979. He founded the Social Action Committee of 20 (Action 
Committee for Social Change). The statue and fountain in his memory beautify a section of Spring Valley 
Park.

Main Plz Unfortunately, at least for the general public, this fountain is almost concealed behind a long rectangular 
planter with foliage that is tall enough to nearly mask the presence of the fountain. However, in conjunction 
with the noise of the falling waters, the planter does muffle the traffic noise for those enjoying the courtyard

Wornall Rd Contributions from the Boar go to Children's Mercy Hospital. Three other replicas are in Kansas City at the 
Prairie Village shopping center, Children's Mercy Hospital and the Nelson Atkins Museum of Art.

The Paseo Purchased in Venice, Italy in 1923, the fountain was the first one given to the city for the Country Club 
Plaza area. Although the fountain was an attractive addition to the Plaza for many years, in 1968 it was 
removed to accommodate the Seville Light Fountain. It was relocated by the Park Dept. to the median strip 
of T
The Boy and Frog Fountain is an original bronze and Verona marble fountain by Rafaello Romanelli. On the 
base is a faun on a dolphin. The bowl & pedestal are rose colored Verona Marble. Purchased in 1929 in 
Florence, Italy, this fountain has impressed and amused visitors to the Plaza. A young boy is delighted and 
surprised by the shower he receives from a friendly bronze frog.

Switzer Ave Located at the farmstead's main entrance, this life-sized sculpture of a two-year-old perched atop the 
stones in the waterfall holding a frog. This piece was donated by the Overland Park Arts Ambassadors, a 
division of the Overland Park Arts Commission, at no cost to the city. Local sculptor Tom Corbin designed 
the sculpture. The Boy and Frog Fountain, a bronze and Verona marble fountain, is an original by Rafaello 
Romanelli of Florence, Italy. It was purchased in 1928. Deanna Rose Children's Farmstead is a 12-acre 
park that opened in 1978.

Brookwood 1904 Brookwood The fountain was a gift of the Nichols Company, which reported that the fountain dated from the 17th 
Century and had been first placed at an Italian villa near Siena. However, for the eighty years prior to its 
placement in Kansas City, it had been in an English estate garden and was purchased by the Nichols 
Company.

200 Volker Blvd Flooding of Brush Creek had long tormented the Plaza area. To correct the problem, a major project was 
undertaken. The improvements were both utile and beautifying. Large geysers are placed a few blocks 
apart as this creek winds its way to the east.

30 Ward Pky Flooding of Brush Creek had long tormented the Plaza area. To correct the problem, a major project was 
undertaken. The improvements were both utile and beautifying. Large geysers are placed a few blocks 
apart as this creek winds its way to the east.
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F039 Brush Creek III

F040 An indoor waterfall surrounded by trophy's in a natural setting.

F041

F042 N39.11889 W94.53186 4212 Cliff Dr W of Van Brunt

F043 N39 00.437 W94 41.540 6801 E Frontage Rd Merriam, KS

F044 Children at Play Excellent N39 02.518 W94 35.502 4706 Broadway

F045 Children's N39.15164 W94.58025 32nd St

F046 Can't Find 11th St Main St

F047 City Hall 414 E 12th St

F048 Clock Tower Plaza Not Working N38 59.089 W94 40.293 7951 Santa Fe Dr

F049 Colonial Court N39 01.266 W94 36.687 2350 W 59th St

F050 Columbus Square Missouri Ave Holmes St

F051-1 Commerce Bank N39.10222 W94.58213 10th St Walnut St

F051-2 Commerce Bank N39.10222 W94.58299 10th St Main St

F052 Excellent N39 02.602 W94 35.385

F053 Commerce Tower Same as F071 911 Main St

F054

F055 North Concourse Same as F127 N39.11258 W94.54502 100 S Benton Blvd

F056 211 Nichols Rd

F057 Crown Center N39.08277 W94.58152 2440 Grand

F058 N39.08279 W94.58203 2450 Grand

F059 Meyer Blvd

230 Ward Pky Flooding of Brush Creek had long tormented the Plaza area. To correct the problem, a major project was 
undertaken. The improvements were both utile and beautifying. Large geysers are placed a few blocks 
apart as this creek winds its way to the east.

Cabella's Indoor 10300 Cabella Dr

Cabella's Outdoor 10300 Cabella Dr

Carl J DiCapo This fountain, named for Carl DiCapo, a restaurateur and community volunteer, is located in Kessler Park 
on scenic Cliff Drive in Kansas City's north end. Converted and dedicated in 1989, its composition of natural 
rock and spring water place it in a unique category. The recirculating waterfall was constructed to draw 
attention to a natural spring with a rustic cliffside setting.

CarMax

This fountain was created by Cipriani in 1965 in Florence, Italy at the Romanelli Studio. You have to look 
hard to find this one - it is beside a door.

N Oak Trafficway This fountain is one of several city fountains located north of the Missouri River. It features six sculptures of 
local children at play. It is one of Kansas City's largest fountains and parking is available for a close walk to 
enjoy this fountain. The dedication reads: "The bronze figures represent children everywhere to whom this 
fountain is dedicated and the activities that shape young lives making childhood a joy." The figures, from 
tallest to shortest represent: joy, meeting challenges, ballerina, soccer player, handstand boy, girl walking. 
Please help support this fountain by purchasing a brick paver.

City Center Sq 
Atrium

This was one of the first of the city's "new" atriums. Wrapped around the base of the escalators is an 
irregularly shaped fountain pool. The fountain is composed of two bronze-finished concentric metal circle

The City Hall Fountains consist of two rows of four pool basins. The northernmost sculpture of each row is 
a bronze mythological sea horse flanked by dolphins. The remaining basins have sculptures in the form of 
seashells with dolphin heads shooting water. In 1942, the fountains were the subject of controversy. In an 
effort to economize for the war effort, they were turned off. It saved the city $1.50 per day in electricity. This 
fountain facility is intricate.

You'll find this fountain bubbling right out of the brick court yard below the clock in downtown Overland 
Park. It provides hours of enjoyment whether watching or participating.

Colonial Court is an area of Mission Hills located on 59th Street, running west between Oakwood Road and 
Overhill Road. The Colonial Court pedestal fountain is delicately proportioned and evidences a wealth

From the City Market to City Hall, downtown is well represented with fountains of all styles and sizes. A few 
are on your tour. If you have the opportunity to visit in person, you're sure to discover more. This 
neighborhood fountain is located just south of the Missouri River in a park designed as a playground. The 
children visiting this park can enjoy a measure of nature as the looming cityscape supervises.

Two lion heads spout water into bowls below while beautifying this corner. These fountains are reminiscent 
of and across the street from the William T. & Charlotte Crosby Kemper Memorial 

Commerce Bank - 
Country Club Plaza

4604 Wyandotte

A small portion of the outdoors was transplanted in this urban space. This adjunct to the thirty-two story 
Commerce Tower is a sunken garden 50' x 72'. It features a modernistic fountain sculpture of a lotus 
blossom. Vertical jets of water are propelled through the center and break against the outer leaves.

Community 
Federal

608 Ward Pky Free-lance sculptor Norman Brunelli was selected to design what would become the focal point of this 
fountain. The abstract sculpture by Brunelli was inspired by armature, the skeletal construction that a 
sculptor uses as support when building up his work in clay or plaster.

Court of Lions I, II, 
III

The Southeast and Southwest Fountains are the stylized front half of a sitting tiger (or cat). Water flows 
from the mouth into a half circle copper lined basin. The black volcanic sculptures are surrounded by high 
arches (over 10 feet) supported by a column on each side made of terra cotta colored concrete. The arches 
are decorated with "Moorish" designs giving them an ancient appearance. This wall fountain is one of three, 
which was inspired by the Alhambra Court of Lions fountain in Seville, Spain. This black volcanic stone lion 
is emerging from its decorative niche on the wall.

In the 1950's, Joyce Hall, the founder of Hallmark, conceived the idea of an urban renewal project known 
today as Crown Center. The dramatic pool fountain located here is unusual in that it has no visible retaining 
basin, plumbing, or nozzles. Forty-nine water jets coupled with a 300 watt colored light are placed under a 
special grating. This arrangement allows for the programming of various water displays.

Crown Center 
Entrance

Delbert J Halff 
Circle

Swope Pky In the 1890's, Delbert Haff became an essential influence in the direction that the Kansas City Park Board 
has evolved today. A circle outside Swope Park was dedicated to this pioneer. The mirror pool was 
designed with a low retaining wall of coursed stone. In 1966, it was equipped with a center spraying ring 
and seven vertical jets that operate year round. This fountain welcomes visitors to the entrance of Swope 
Park and pays tribute to one of Kansas City's most influential proponents of the local parks system.
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F060 Diana Excellent N39 02.378 W94 35.517

F061 Diana Sitting Excellent N39 02.484 W94 35.692 4720 Jefferson

F062 4525 Oak St

F063 N39 03.416 W94 34.769 39th St

F064 Eighth St I & II N39.10477 W94.58835 8th Broadway

F065 N39 02.985 W94 35.375 220 W 43rd St

F066 N39.01480 W94.61320 W 63rd St

F067 Not Working N39 01.865 W94 34.850 5200 Cherry St

F068 N39 00.943 W94 27.794

F069 N39.03956 W94.57967

F070 N39.07151 W94.59115 W 31st St Broadway

F071 Fountain of Life Same as F053 N39.10267 W94.58322 Commerce Tower 911 Main Courtyard

401 Ward Pky Fairmonth Hotel A 17-foot high wall of water curves 56 feet as the background for Dianas and attendant cherubs. The 
sculpture group is in the middle of a 20 foot reflecting pool. The backdrop of the waterfall recirculates so 
that cascading water is behind Diana and visible 24 hours a day. Diana, at the corner of Wornall and Ward 
Parkway, has one of the tallest man-made waterfalls as a back drop.

Diana, Roman Goddess 
of the Moon. Diana was 
the daughter of Jupiter, 
the most powerful of all of 
the Roman Gods and the 
twin sister of Apollo. 
While Apollo ruled the 
daylight hours, Diana was 
guardian of the night. She 
was worshiped in her 
temple on the Aventine, 
one of the seven hills of 
the City of Rome. This 
bronze of Diana with 
cherubs paying homage is 
one of only two castings. 
The other, in lead, is 
located at Moreton Hall, 
Warwickshire England.

Richard McDermott Miller designed this fountain. Unfortunately, the setting for the work is not ideal. It is 
placed back from the street, is usually in shadows, and bears no relationship with banking or with the 
Spanish character of the building it adjoins.

E F Pierson 
Sculpture Garden

An outdoor sculpture garden for monumental sculptures was given to the Nelson Atkins Museum of Art by 
Elmer F. Pierson. An interesting fountain construction on the western side of the garden is composed of five 
tiers of rectangular concrete slabs. Water trickles from level to level into a rectangular basis at the base. 

Eagle Scout 
Memorial

Gillham Rd In the 1960's, the Kansas City area awarded more Eagle Scout badges than any other council in the 
country. John Starr, president of the Boy Scout Regional Council, petitioned the Pennsylvania Railroad for a 
sculpture adorning the Seventh Avenue entrance of the Pennsylvania Railroad Station in New York City 
which was doomed. The sculpture was transported here where the original clock centerpiece was replaced 
with the Eagle Badge.

Quality Hill is a renovated area of northwest downtown. A red brick wall divides and gives this fountain two 
distinct appearances. On one side, water streams down into a pool from five slits made in the top of the 
wall. The other side features a cascade flowing down into the basin below. Two plaques on either side: 
Tribute to Godfrey and Blanche Jones; and "To the People of Greater Kansas City on Proctor and Gamble's 
150th Anniversary." 

Embassy Suites 
Hotel

The focal point of the atrium/lobby is a large fountain approximately fifteen feet tall, which is placed in the 
center of the space. The fountain reflects the interior Spanish flavor design perfectly.

Ensley Lake Ensley Ln

Epperson House Beneath the veranda, a fountain is incorporated into the stone work, designed as a deep niche surrounded 
by a rounded arch. Carved into the keystone of the arch is the head of a lion whose mouth once was the 
water outlet for the fountain which no longer operates.

Eubank Memorial 5900 Raytown Rd

Ewing & Muriel 
Kauffman Memorial

4800 Rockhill Rd

Firefighter's (Lest 
We Forget)

This fountain located at the south end of Penn Valley Park is a collaborative effort from many private 
sources. Dedicated only recently, it commemorates the city's firefighters and memorializes those who have 
given their lives in the line of duty.

The sculpture is the centerpiece of a fountain which is the centerpiece of a small, sunken and secluded 
courtyard adjacent6 to the Commerce Tower building at 911 Main. The abstract form consists of curved 
blade-like projections that fold out from the center (like abstract flower petals.) The water spurts from 
different points, activating the piece and the courtyard.
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F072 Excellent N39 02.486 W94 35.479 314 Nichols Rd

F073 E Linwood Blvd Michigan Ave

F074 Pond N38 57.508 W94 40.153 95th St

F075 Can't Find 13th & 14th Broadway

F076 13th & 14th Broadway, Washington

F077 1200 Main St

F078 Hallmark Entrance E 25th St McGee

F079 Harold D Rice N38 59.846 W94 33.887 E 72nd St

F080 6700 Zoo Drive Great Cat Walk

F081 Harvester KC 1010 Grand

F082 N39 00.677 W94 41.110 6501 Antioch Rd

F083 N39.08386 W94.58495 Pershing & main Union Station

Four Fauns 
Reflection Pool

Four identical fauns sit on the corners of a rectangular pool. Water spurts from their proper left hands. The 
concrete pool contains inlaid broken, colored mosaic tiles.

Bronze plaque reads: A 
faun, in Roman 
mythology, is 
characterized as half 
human and half goat, 
similar to Pan in Greek 
mythology. Fauns are 
children of Faunus, one of 
the oldest and most 
popular of Roman deities 
He was the spirit of the 
forests, plains, and fields. 
These bronze figures 
were purchased in 
Brindisi, Italy in 1928 by 
John C. Taylor and 
placed on the Plaza that 
year by the J. C. Nichols 
Company for the 
enjoyment of Plaza 
visitors.

George H Lowry 
Memorial

One of Kansas City's most charming fountain creations now sits dry, neglected and almost forgotten next to 
a vacant Presbyterian church at Linwood Blvd. and Michigan. This graceful fountain served as a fitting 
tribute to a man whose life was involved with his church. Now it stands as mute testimony to the brief 
passage of time in which a human life can be forgotten.

Glenwood Place Metcalf Two bubblers top a circular stair that water tumbles over. This fountain is found in the parking ar4ea 
between 7200 and 7400

Grace & Holy 
Trinity Cathedral 
Courtyard

The water of this complex fountain first flows from a basin resembling a baptismal font supported by a 
concrete pedestal approximately three feet high. This unique fountain has the capacity to create a great 
variety of water and auditory effects. It is one of the most unique in Kansas City. It is located about 40 feet 
north of the tower - outside the courtyard fence.

Allaman Memorial 
Fountain

Known as the Allaman Memorial Fountain, this playful water feature greeted parishioners from its position 
between the North parking lot and the Northeast corner of Guild Hall. It was given in memory of Marie A. 
Allaman (1925-1969), who had been a Kansas City resident her entire life. Marie was married to John M. 
Allaman, Jr. (1921-1978), a prominent florist. This stone fountain was carved by artisans of the Erkins 
Studios of New York City, New York, in 1969. It has two small cherubs on the top of the fountain, and water 
jets played water down in to a large pool at the base of the fountain. (The basin of the fountain was 
constructed of molded concrete.) This memorial sits close to the ground, as it is only a little over four feet 
high, but the pleasant smiles on the faces of the cherubs are a delight to the eye.

Grandview City 
Hall Veterans Mem

The entrance to Hallmark is built on a rise. Landscaping shoulders the 150' long reflecting pool. As the land 
drops, the water flows down in six miniature cascades. It terminates in a semicircular pool lined with 
pebbles which give it the appearance of a river bed.

The Paseo Harold Rice formed the City of Fountains Foundation in 1973 with the goal of adding one fountain per year. 
This pedestal fountain with its multi-tiered bowls rests in a pool basin. Located between 71st and 72nd in a 
grassy concourse, the red brick patio hosts benches on the north and south ends.

Harry Evans Minty 
Memorial

Located in the Zoo, this drinking fountain features a lion cub. Harry Evans Minty was a respected member 
of the Park Board in the 1940's. The Catwalk setting is appropriate for this likeness of "Tyke", one of Minty's 
favorites.

This refreshing fountain and sculpture sits back from the heavy traffic of Walnut Street. Vertical jets of 
water form the perimeter of the pool. The bronze and steel sculpture is the work of Nancy Graves. From the 
granite base, vegetation and artifacts particular to the Midwest (corn, wheat, sunflowers, a windmill tractor 
part, sickle bar and rake) rise up. A triangular canopy of cast bronze maple and bloodroot leaves site atop 
sheets of stainless steel representing lakes and streams. On two sides of the canopy, 18-inch ears of 
bronze corn and wheat span a diamond-shaped directly cast rope. A sickle bar and a river vertically project 
through the canopy. At mid-height, a triangle fence made of acetylene torch-cut stainless steel visually 
bisects the sides of the triangular leaf canopy. A cultivator rests atop one of the points of the triangle. A 
windmill and 18”-diameter sunflowers form the base elements. The main vertical elements have been 
painted with an outdoor polyurethane paint in pink and dark rose. Other parts have been painted in pale 
yellows, pinks, greens and blues.

Helen Cuddy 
Memorial Rose 
Garden

A beautiful rose garden is the foreground for this fountain that was the dream of Ms. Cuddy who was an 
avid gardener until she passed away in 1977 at 103.

Henry Wollman 
Bloch Memorial

This gift to the city in the name of the co-founder of H&R Block, Inc is located at Pershing & Main Streets 
outside of Union Station. It features 232 jets arranged in three concentric rings within an ellipse of black 
granite. A thin sheen of water on the flat granite creates a mirror to reflect the monumental architecture on 
either side. A computer choreographs an ever-changing pattern of display. On each hour and half-hour, a 
five-minute "high show" presents a celebration of water in movement. The fountain was designed by WET 
Design.



CODE NAME CONDITION GPS COORDINATES ADDRESS CROSS STREET DESCRIPTION INSCRIPTION

F084 Heritage Being Rebuilt N39.08132 W94.50764 2400 Beacon Ave

F085 Hillside N39.03689 W94.54212 Cleveland Ave

F086 Hilton Garden Inn 520 Minnesota

F087 Butterfly Garden 6700 Zoo Drive

F088 Excellent N39.00617 W94.52735 6700 Zoo Drive

F089 2345 McGee

F090 N39.10176 W94.57782 9th, 11th Locust, Oak

F091 Excellent N39 02.557 W94 35.253 Mill Creek Park

F092

F093 4525 Oak St In Art Museum

F094 9650 NW Prairie View Rd

F095 N38.91312 W94.69481 11810 Farley

In 1974, the City of Fountains Foundation was established. Heritage Fountain was the first project 
undertaken and derives its name from its dedication to the U.S. Bicentennial Anniversary. The fountain 
consists of an 85' steel pylon on a 160' square concrete base. Flecks of iron in the concrete were allowed to 
oxidize so that both fountain & base have a reddish hue. Heritage Fountain is currently turned off and a 
study is being made to determine how to correct some structural flaws.

Blue Pky

Hummingbird 
Garden

A colorful explosion of flowers that attract not only hummingbirds, but also butterflies and insets surrounds a 
small creek that culminates in a small basin full of colorful fish. Located in the International area across from 
the Albert P Mauro Browse Garden.

Hyatt Regency 
Crown Center

Ilus Davis Civic 
Mall

Ilus W Davis Park Ilus W. Davis Park, named for the 1960s mayor who was associated with the city's growth and progress, 
strengthens the north-south axis and adds softness and color to the government district, often called the 
civic mall, on the northeast side of downtown. The park includes a large, shallow reflecting pool, a small 
fountain that flows to the reflecting pool, with a short water feature due to strong winds, flower beds, shrubs 
and more than 350 trees, including flowering crab, large red oaks and ginkgoes Four granite pillars serve as 
memorials to city employees, mostly firefighters and police officers, who have given their lives on duty. A 
"First Amendment podium" will create a speaker's corner and the Bill of Rights monument will be moved to 
the northeast corner of Davis Park. Conceived by city planners in the early 1990s, the park cost about $15 
million to build including land acquisition and demolition. The money came from local tax revenues, bonds, 
gambling revenues, federal funds and the local business community. Architect Cindy Frewen-Wuellner says 
"It is a great space for civic events, which was one of our missions." The park is modeled on Post Office 
Square in Boston, a heavily used public area. Frewen used the contour of the land. Frewen Architects 
chose to embrace the challenging contours of the land which rise 36 feet. Rather than build a retaining wall. 
The park was built by Vanum Construction Co. of Kansas City, Kan. The landscapers were Sasaki and 
Associates of Watertown, Mass. Beatrice Davis, the former mayor's widow, along with their son Christopher 
Davis, daughter Caroline Davis and other family members attended the dedication.

J C Nichols 
Memorial

47th & J C Nichols Pky The sculpture incorporates four heroic-sized equestrian figures that stand 10 feet high and weight 1-1/2 
tons each. Spaced equally between them are four smaller bronze figures of dolphins and children. The 
statuary is set in an 80 foot diameter pool and electric pumps in an underground room recirculate the water 
to form the nine huge fountain streams. The meaning of the figures is not clear. However, the then direction 
of Kansas City's Nelson Gallery of Art studied the equestrian figures and suggested they were an allegory 
for rivers. According to Lawrence Sickman, the sculptor Greber was interested in rivers as a theme for his 
work. Sickman suggested the following: One of the mounted figures is an Indian battling against an alligator 
beneath the hooves of his horse. This figure could represent the Mississippi River. Another figure depicts a 
horseman slaying a bear. The bear, traditional symbol of Russia, might represent the Volga River. The 
other two riders are on horses rearing above human figures with scaly fishtails. These figures might 
symbolize the Rhine and the Siene. The cherubs playing with dolphins would not necessarily have a 
bearing on the theme since they are found in many classic fountains. Children in the Kansas City area 
contributed more than $50,000 to the J. C. Nichols Fountain on the Plaza, the most prominent and most 
photographed fountain in Kansas City.

THE JESSE CLYDE 
NICHOLS 1880 
MEMORIAL 1950 J. C. 
NICHOLS WAS ONE OF 
THOSE RARE 
INDIVIDUALS, A 
DREAMER WITH A 
CAPACITY FOR MAKING 
HIS DREAMS COME 
TRUE. HE DREAMED 
MOREOVER IN TERMS 
OF GREAT PRACTICAL 
BENEFIT TO HIS CITY. 
FEW MEN CAN HAVE 
SO VARIOUSLY AND 
PROFOUNDLY 
INFLUENCED THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF ANY 
AMERICAN 
COMMUNITY DONATED 
TO THE PEOPLE OF 
KANSAS CITY BY HIS 
MANY FRIENDS AND 
ACCEPTED BY THE 
BOARD OF PARK 
COMMISSIONERS, 
1958/HENRI 
GREBER/SCULPTOR

Jack R Repass 
Memorial

8501 W 84th Ter Large fountain/wading pool in center of development. Anchor chain rope around fountain held up by 
stanchions. Operates Memorial Day to labor Day. Not lighted.

Jane Hemingway 
Gorden

The semicircular fountain basin of colored cast concrete is set against the wall between two doors that lead 
to the Pierson Sculpture Garden. A wide cut in the lip of the saucer allows water to flow. A bronze 
sculpture, "Cranes Rising", completes this work in the Westport Garden Room of the Nelson Art Gallery. 
(2003 - this fountain is in storage due to construction)

Jay Wolfe 
Memorial

When designing the three new car dealerships, the owners suggested the construction of a fountain to the 
city and the city planners thought it was a great idea. The idea of making it a memorial to Jay Wolfe, 
founder, who died in 2000, came from the employees.

Jefferson Pointe 
Apt

Backed by two flags, two graceful waterfalls and a bubbler tumble over brick work to provide an attractive 
entrance to this complex.



CODE NAME CONDITION GPS COORDINATES ADDRESS CROSS STREET DESCRIPTION INSCRIPTION

F096 Joe Dennis Park 47th & State Line Rd

F097 John Knox G & H 512 NW Murray Rd

F098 Board of Trade 4800 Main

F099 N39.06369 W94.59082 3520 Broadway

F100 4801 Main

F101 KC Star N39.09221 W94.58095 18th St Grand Ave

F102 103rd St

F103 Gone - Flower Pot N39.01268 W94.57405 E 63rd

F104 N38.91754 W94.64134 4800 Town Center Dr

F105 N38.97130 W94.72914 Monrovia A circular fountain that runs 24 hours a day.

F106 Liberty Memorial N39.08147 W94.58581 Grand Ave E Pershing Rd

F107-1 Excellent N38 55.761 W94 40.248 7400 College Blvd Two jets spray skyward in the pond in front of two office buildings.

F107-2 Excellent N38 55.719 W94 40.258 7400 College Blvd

F107-3 Excellent N38 55.737 W94 40.294 7400 College Blvd

F107-4 Excellent N38 55.836 W94 40.349 7400 College Blvd

F108 Loose Park Lake N39.03132 W94.59272

F109 N39.03373 W94.59530 W 52nd St Summit St

F110 Loose Park Wall N39.03397 W94.59418 W 51st St

F111 Gone 1 Riverboat Dr

F112 Marriott KC 200 W 12th St

F113 Excellent N39 02.602 W94 35.484 Broadway

F114 4600 Starlight Rd

Westwood Park This park was dedicated on July 3, 2002 to Joe D. Dennis, mayor of Westwood from 1965 to 1984. It 
features a large stone fountain surrounded by a pathway and benches under trees.

Crestview Courtyard

A bridge entrance over a fountain moat is an important and unique feature of the building. Miniature 
waterfalls divide the rectangular moat into three levels.

Kugel Floating Ball Floating ball fountain which features a one-ton red "kugel" that will spin on a thin film of water pumped from 
beneath a three-foot high marble base. The ball was fashioned from granite that was mined in India. The 
fountain will be in perpetual motion and will be lit at night.

KC Library Light 
Court

A narrow, two-story light court on the interior of the north side runs the length of the building. The court 
extends from the ground floor level to the ceiling of the first floor and is treated as an interior, but 
inaccessible, patio.

This fountain is designed to produce a pleasing symmetry of water and landscaping. The city's emphasis on 
urban beautification in the early 1960's served as a catalyst for private enterprise. The owners of the 
Kansas City Star Building dedicated this structure in 1964

Kingswood Manor Wornall Rd This fountain was a gift from Mrs. Gerry Barrows as a memorial to her late husband, Raymond. It was 
designed by Harold Rice, founder of the City of Fountains Foundation.

Landing Shopping 
Center

Troost Ave The Nichols Company announced plans for a 40-unit shopping center in 1957. Fountains played a great 
role in the decoration of this center and provided both its theme and its unique qualities. A large exterior 
"waterfall" is operational year-round through the use of heated water. It took the form of a three-dimensional 
wall mural which depicted a seascape created by space-defining "ribbons" of granite and aggregate stone. 
Stylized seabirds stood out in relief against the backdrop of the "sky." The water effects were especially 
unique, as cascades of sheeting water fell over the lips of the bands of stone.

Leawood City Hall 
Courtyard

Water flows out and over the rocks. The Douthats who purchased the property in the 1930's donated the 
land that the City Hall is on along with $50,000 for the fountain.

Lenexa City Hall 12350 W 87th St Pky

This is the largest and only memorial in the United States dedicated to those who served in WWI and its 
museum is the only one whose sole theme is that war. The Memorial was opened in 1926 with the fountains 
being completed in the 1930's.. The facility is currently closed to the public. Renovation is underway at an 
estimated cost of $45 million. Funds are being recruited from both public and private sectors. It is hoped 
that the memorial will re-open in 2002. The two fountains located on the north side will be renovated as part 
of this major project.

Lighton Plaza I

Lighton Plaza II

Lighton Plaza III

Lighton Plaza IV

5100 Wornall Rd A small lake was already on the grounds when Mrs. Jacob Loose donated Loose Park to the city. In 1964, 
the lake was beautified in the style of a Japanese garden. Willows make a quiet backdrop to the “Diana” 
spray pattern fountain erupting from the lake's center. In 1993, after renovating and sealing the lake, the 
fountain was donated to the Parks Department by the Air-O-Lator Corporation and the Cramer family in 
memory of Roy A. Cramer Jr. the founder of Air-O-Lator Corporation. Air-O-Lator also extended perpetual 
repair of the fountain at no charge

Loose Park Rose 
Garden

Mrs. Jacob Loose donated eighty acres of land to the city with the stipulation that it be developed as a 
quiet, restful area as opposed to a recreational park. A one and a half acre section known as the Rose 
Garden has this pool fountain at its center.

Wornall Rd A competition was held to select the sculptor for this wall fountain, and Jeannette Keline of Kansas City was 
awarded the commission. She created a larger-than-life-size figures of a man of a woman, which were 
placed in semicircular niches on the south wall of a service building. They were unveiled during the 1942 
Rose Day celebration. The kneeling figures each hold bowls from which water tricked into keep retrain 
basins at the base of the niches. The water elements were eliminated in 1946.

Mardi Gras Jazz Harrah's Mardi Gras Jazz Fountain - Presented to Kansas City June 28th, 2001 Drawing on the inspiration of many 
jazz greats throughout history, the five larger than life figures, a trumpeter, a clarinet player, a sax player, a 
trombone player and a formidable stand-up bassist, comprise a lively and soulful band. These sculptures 
were first created as a small Marquette, to help decide the player's positions and expression. The bodies 
were then carved from foam, while the heads were sculpted in a water-based clay. The final forms were 
coated with a fiberglass polyester resin for strength and painted to a high bronze patina. These one of a 
kind figures capture the raw excitement and subtle grace that is jazz music. The centerpiece of the 
expansion is a magnificent sculpture and fountain created by Oakland, California sculpture Chiodo Themed 
Creations. The fountain showcases five jazz musician sculptures each standing approximately 10 feet tall. 
Italian marble floors and brilliant chandeliers surround the fountain and are found throughout the entire 
pavilion area. Photos by Jeff Schotland of Schotland Photography at Harrah's North Kansas City Casino 
and Hotel

Marriott Residence 
Inn

46th Ter

Martha & Jack 
Steadman

One of two major fountains located at Starlight Theater in Swope Park.



CODE NAME CONDITION GPS COORDINATES ADDRESS CROSS STREET DESCRIPTION INSCRIPTION

F115 6700 Zoo Drive

F116 Mermaid Pool Excellent N39 02.465 W94 35.489 Broadway Nichols Rd

F117 N39 00.769 W94 36.141 Meyer Blvd

F118 Gone - Rock Filled N39.03815 W94.58078

F119

F120 N39 00.881 W94 36.518 6300 State Line Rd

F121 Missouri State Bldg 615 E 13th St

F122 Not Working N38 55.818 W94 40.476 W 110th St

F123 N39.10441 W94.58307 8th St Main St

F124

F125 Neptune Excellent N39 02.547 W94 35.428 308 W 47th St

F126

F127 Same as F055

F128 Not Working N39.18097 W94.57622 Vivian Rd

F129 Nurses Memorial 31st St

F130 N38.88385 W94.81949 100 E Santa Fe St

Mary A Fraser 
Mem Drinking

Two concrete drinking fountains flank a limestone pedestal which supports the bust of what appears to be a 
young girl. The fountain is in simple art deco style. Each fountain has a laurel wreath carved into its front 
side and identical bronze plaques are at each end. On the back side are steps to the drinking fountain. This 
sculpture was conserved in 2004 and moved to a visible location near the train tracks on the south side of 
the ZOO. This fountain was originally located near the sea lion pool and was designed to be a utilitarian as 
well as an artistic addition.

Bronze plaques at each 
end of the fountain read: 
A gift of Edith A. Norton in 
memory of her mother 
Mary A. Fraser 1951.

Two reclining mermaids are seated on a curved concrete wall that forms a fountain pool. A stream of water 
shoots from cornucopia horns situated at the mermaids' mouths. A small kneeling girl made of bronze is 
located in the center of the pool into which coins are tossed. This sculpture has deteriorated significantly. 
The arm of one of the mermaids has been reattached but part of the horn that is attached to the arm is 
broken. A major portion of the horn is missing. There are several cracks in the mermaids as well as cracks 
in the base.

"A Morning Prayer" for the 
children at Mercy 
Hospital. Say yours and 
toss a coin. This text is on 
a bronze plaque. In the 
pool, a sign says 
"Endowment: Your Gift of 
coins goes to Children's 
Mercy Hospital"

Meyer Circle (Sea 
Horse)

Ward Pky The busy intersection of this boulevard and parkway has become a popular landmark in Kansas City. The 
fountain hosts a 17th century Venetian sculpture purchased by J.C. Nichols in the early 1920's. The top 
figure of child & dolphin has been replaced by the Park Department. The Meyer Circle Fountain, when 
viewed at the right direction by auto traffic, seems to have a comma near it. The comma comes from the 
front lawn of the home on West 64th Street.

Midwest Research 
Institute

425 Volker Blvd Water bubbles down a man-made waterfall on the east side of the steps to the front door. Surrounding the 
entry to the steps is a metal sculpture. At night the entire façade is lit.

Mill Creek 
Sanctuary

A water garden at the north end of Mill Creek Park. Two natural water falls and water loving plants in a 
large pond surrounded by other greenery create a bird sanctuary. An overlook on the east side completes 
this lovely setting.

Mission Hills City 
Hall

2 bubblers in a brick base grace the front of Mission Hill's City Hall building.

The Missouri State Building Fountain features a large rectangular pool. It was designed by Lawrence 
Haprin, a noted San Francisco landscape architect who had been principal designer of a number of 
important urban projects in Chicago, Seattle and Tel Aviv. He was most noted for San Francisco's 
Ghiradelli Square.

Molamphy 
Memorial

Conser Ave Dedicated to the first executive of the Overland Park Chamber of Commerce who helped develop College 
Boulevard. The sculpture by Overland Park artist Arlie Regier is entitled "Pierced Sky".

Muse of the 
Missouri

The Muse of the Missouri is located in the heart of downtown. Based on classical mythology, this creation of 
artist Wheeler Williams personifies a goddess bestowing her interest and guidance on the Missouri River. 
Williams had originally intended to use fish native to the river spilling from the net. However, he found 
catfish too ugly and carp unworkable. The nine fish netted by the muse are a hybrid using a carp body and 
bluefish head. There are 200 spouts of water making up the total fountain display.

Nebraska Furniture 
I, II, III

1601 Village West Pky

The God of Neptune is a tall erect figure in middle of sculpture. He is gazing down on proper left to reclining 
figures below. Reclining and seating on the base of the sculpture are four women and five children, all 
apparently worshiping or beholden to Neptune. The sculpture itself rises up from a pool of water which 
includes various fountain sprays.

Bronze plaque on proper 
left of sculpture in 
courtyard stone on floor: 
"Chandler Court, 1967, in 
memory of Clarence A. 
Chandler 1872-1963, 
Pioneer Kansas City 
florist and original owner 
of the first commercial 
structure to occupy site."

Nichols Restaurant 
Wall

W 39th Ter SW Trafficway This fountain was commissioned as a duplicate of a fountain in a southern Greek village, which was used 
for drinking water and washing. The result is a novel fountain for Kansas City, incorporated traditional metal 
lions heads with mouths spouting water and a variety of stones that could serve as a geology lesson.

Northeast 
Concourse

This year-round fountain was originally known as the Northeast Concourse Casting Pool. Originally it was 
used for the organized sport of miniature yacht racing. In the 1940's it was popular among fisherman who 
could practice their art of casting. Fountain jets were added in the 1960's giving it took on a whole new 
identity.

Northland N Oak Trafficway This fountain located in Kansas City North is one of the few fountains that runs year round. It has also been 
called the "Spirit of Cooperation", because it illustrates the unified effort of the public and private sectors 
worked together to achieve a common goal. Its benefactors range from Farmland's $30,000 contribution to 
a three-cent donation from a schoolchild. An 80' circular base contains a center geyser which can propel 
water to a height of 35'. In winter it becomes an ice sculpture attracting people to view varied shapes 
created by the frozen water.

Wyandotte In 1973, the alumnae of the old Trinity Lutheran School of Nursing presented a fountain to the hospital as a 
memorial to the nurses who had graduated from the school. The fountain is a "dandelion hemisphere," a 
manufacturer's description of a fountain element composed of a cast bronze ball with a number of arms 
radiating from it on the upper half of the ball. Water is propelled from the ends of the arms, producing a 
glistening hemisphere of water. The fountain is currently nonoperational.

Olathe City Hall Two tier fountain with sculpture of boy and girl running and birds above. Filled with river rock. Large round 
basin of brick and stone. Top tier sculpture of stainless steel.



CODE NAME CONDITION GPS COORDINATES ADDRESS CROSS STREET DESCRIPTION INSCRIPTION

F131 One Sun/34 Moons

F132 Excellent N39 02.445 W94 35.488

F133 8701 River Park Dr

F134 N38 59.043 W94 34.000 79th St

F135 Pegasus 47th St Broadway St

F136 Penguins I, II Excellent N39 02.475 W94 35.636 550 Nichols Rd

F137 3100 Broadway

F138 N38.90748 W94.68582 6401 W 123 St at Antioch

F139 N39 00.267 W94 37.825 Tomahawk Rd Mission Rd

F140 Prospect Plaza Perry Ave Prospect Ave

F141

F142 Rain Thicket E 12th St Walnut St

F143-1X Can't Find

F143-2 N38.95218 W94.77953

F143-3 N38.94835 W94.77946

F143-4 N38.93602 W94.77944

F143-5 N38.93039 W94.77945

F144 N39 03.048 W94 34.725 E 42nd St

F145 Excellent N39 01.862 W94 34.329

F146 N39 00.212 W94 35.662 69th St

This reflecting pool on the north plaza of the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art was created by the artist Walter 
DeMaria, working in collaboration with the architect Steven Holl. They created the commissioned, site-
specific piece during a 30-month period (April 2001-October 2002). It is composed of a large, gold-leafed, 
gently barrel-vaulted, rectangular Sun surrounded by 34 asymmetrically placed Moons, all set within a black 
reflecting pool. The Northwest corner of the Sun touches the center of the pool and vaults from 10 inches at 
its east and west sides to a height of 17 inches at it s center. During the day, the surface of the sun 
modulates constantly while the moons function as skylights, bring daylight into the underground parking 
garage. At night the moons are illuminated from below. Acquired through the generosity of the Hall Family 
Foundation.

Pamona 320 Ward Pky Female figure, Pomona, Roman Goddess and protector of gardens, orchards, and ripening fruit. Posture is 
classic, reminiscent of Greek figural forms. One arm gathers a cloth to drape her lower body, and the other 
hand, bent at the elbow, supports a cluster of fruit. Pedestal on which Pomona stands is placed in central of 
a quartre foil reflecting basin of red stone. Water issues from the center of the saucer and creates a curtain. 
The figure is holding grapes in her PL hand, while cradling grapes and plums in her PR arm.

Parkville Spirit

Paseo & 79th The Paseo This fountain was transplanted from the Plaza in 1968 to accommodate the Seville Light Fountain. The 
original sculpture of boy and a fish are no longer here, but the ornate basins remain in tact.

The Pegasus was originally placed on the Country Club Plaza in 1954 and had a small, winged horse as the 
focal point. It was the work of sculptor Wheeler Williams who had also designed the Muse of the Missouri 
Fountain. In 1963, Pegasus was moved to a new location on West 47th Street near Broadway. When the 
fountain was moved, it was redesigned and now consists of a bronze bowl mounted atop the pedestal, 
equipped with a gas jet to produce flames. The water elements of the fountain were not changed and still 
consist of the circular arcing jets that spray toward the center of the pool. It enjoys a popularity resulting 
from its mixture of fire and water.

The courtyard is paved with brick and includes two free-standing pedestal fountains on either side of the 
penguin grouping. There are three penguins, in varying positions of outstretched wings, on the East, West 
and South of a Spanish 'cloverleaf' area of paved brick. The basins of each fountain are quatre foil in shape 
and constructed of red stone. Each fountain has two basins, an upper and lower, which flow into one 
another. The lower, larger basin is supported by three griffins, placed back to back. Figures of dolphins are 
featured between the griffins. Each of the basins is scalloped The three 5' penguins were once outfitted by 
the Girl Scouts of America.

Inset plaque in brick 
around penguins (plaque 
at north end of quatre 
foil): COURT OF THE 
PENGUINS SCULPTURE 
BY ARTHUR KRAFT 
1921-1977 Each fountain 
has a plaque in the 
bottom of each basin: 
ENDOWMENT - YOUR 
GIFT OF COINS GOES 
TO CHILDREN'S MERCY 
HOSPITAL

Penn Tower Bldg 
Atrium

The atrium of this 13-story office tower is U-shaped with tropical plants, seating and fountains in the court at 
the corners provided by the U-shape. The two identical fountains in the atrium consists of a circular basin 
lined with tile that rests on a conical brick base. The fountain jets are set within a smaller circular receptacle 
within the basin and consists of a spray ring with jets designed to produce an inside fall, meeting in the 
center to form a column.

Pointe Royal Theses 3 sculptures are in front of a town home setting that was deeded by Avron Fogelman who, in the 
mid-80's, co-owned the Royals with Ewing Kauffman.

Prairie Village 
Shopping Center

In 1954, the Prairie Village Shopping Center was developed by the Nichols Company. The fountain consists 
of a pedestal of colorful variegated marble, carrying a shallow, circular basin in which rests the bronze 
figure of a child. The child provides the water outlets as he holds to his mouth a double flue from which e 
water issues. The water falls back into the shallow basin.

This unusual fountain consists of concrete cylinders in varying heights designed to produce various water 
effects. Vertical and bubbler jets cause water to move to the different levels.

Providence Med 
Ctr

8929 Parallel Pky

The modern style of this fountain is appropriate for its downtown setting. Water is conveyed through the 18 
1/2' stainless steel tubing sculpture. Because it is relatively lightweight, it moves imperceptibly in the breeze.

Renner Blvd (5) 8700 Renner Blvd

Renner Blvd (5) 9687 Renner Blvd

Renner Blvd (5) 9853 Renner Blvd

Renner Blvd (5) 10587 Renner Blvd

Renner Blvd (5) 10903 Renner Blvd

Robert H Gillham Gillham Rd This fountain was designed for participation. It is built into the rise of a low hill with many of the water-
producing elements located at its summit. Water runs naturally to the lower elevation. It is a cool respite for 
those living in or visiting the Gillham Park area.

Rockhurst 1100 Rockhurst Rd

Romanelli Park Wornall Rd The entrance to Romanelli Gardens is on the west side of Wornall Road at Sixty-Ninth Street. The focal 
point of the entrance is a long, rectangular grassy island that is flanked with homes. It contains a fountain 
purchased in Florence, Italy. The classic pedestal fountain was installed in 1925 shortly after the first homes 
in the subdivision were sold. The fountain appears much the same as it did in 1925.
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F147 Romany N39 00.145 W94 36.183 Romany Dr

F148 N39.03810 W94.58279 4900 Oak St

F149 N39.06877 W94.56745 Linwood Blvd

F150 Seville Light Not Working N39 02.542 W94 35.293 W 47th St

F151 N39.01504 W94.71487

F152 Shepherds W 47th St

F153 4600 Starlight Rd

F154 Sixty-Ninth St N39 00.315 W94 36.173 W 69th St

F155 N39.08052 W94.58612 100 W 26th St

F156 Spirit of Freedom N39.03803 W94.54148 Cleveland Ave Brush Creek Blvd

F157 Spring Valley Park E 28th St Spring Valley Dr

F158 Sprint HQ W 119th St Lamar Ave

F159 Station Park 3rd St E Main St

F160 Brush Creek

F161 N39 00.909 W94 36.433

F162 Swan N39 01.009 W94 36.849 Mission Rd

F163 Zoo Entrance I & II 6700 Zoo Drive

F164-1 N38.91188 W94.66222 119th

F164-2 N38.91218 W94.65985

F164-3 N38.91272 W94.65837

F164-4 N38.91263 W94.66154

F164-5 N38.91269 W94.66276

Ward Pky This pedestal fountain is another quiet statement of beauty along Ward Parkway. Two saucers issue water 
into the pool below. At one time, a sunken garden was maintained on either side.

Russell Stover This fountain is a more modern version of the free-standing wall fountain. The fountain was incorporated 
into a granite upright, approximately 30' long that carries the words identifying the building. A row of water 
outlets, placed perpendicular to the wall, issues a gentle cascade of water. The resulting waterfall pours into 
the recess of a rectangular retaining pool where it is recirculated.

Scottish Rite 
Temple

The Paseo Orville Anderson donated the fountain and dedicated it to his brothers. The smallest basin at the top 
represents the York Rite; the middle basin, the Scottish Rite; the bottom basin, the largest, represents the 
Shrine. Water flows from the bronze square and compass at the top, then trickles from bowl to bowl to be 
recirculated. The bronze piece at the top was fabricated by a member of the Shrine from Sedalia, Missouri. 
The fountain is a good example of the pedestal type but is unique in its purpose. Not only does it provide a 
remembrance of members of a well-known business who were active in the temple but it also represents 
the Shrine itself.

J C Nichols Pky A triangular traffic island at a busy intersection on the Plaza is the setting for this ornate fountain. Sculptor 
Bernhard Zuckerman was commissioned to create an exact replica of the Plaza de Los Reyes fountain in 
Seville, Spain. The central shaft is 30' tall and carved from several kinds of marble. Water flows from the 
four masked faces located near its 20' square base.

Shawnee Mission 
Pky

Shawnee Mission Pky Nieman Rd

J C Nichols Pky Two figures on either side of small pool. Female figure on proper left is a shepherdess holding lamb. Male 
figure on proper right is shepherd holding staff. Each figure has a hat and is dressed in period dress (15th 
century). In between fixtures is a small round fountain. Landscaping around fountain and statue.

The Shepherds - 
rectangular plaque 1'x 1'x 
11" There is also metal 
plaque in front of 
surrounding courtyard 
with a picture of the 
central picture from the J. 
C. Nichols Sculpture

Garden of the 
Stars

Starlight Theatre is a neighbor to the Kansas City Zoo in Swope Park. Inside the entrance is this fountain 
and stream which wind along a garden and gazebo. Ten cascades run between eleven red brick columns. 
The pool below has over a dozen vertical jets in descending heights as it fades from view.

Ward Pky This pedestal fountain was placed on the Ward Parkway median in 1930. Mounted on a stone base, it rests 
in a 30' x 36' pool.

South Garden 
Reflecting Pool

The terraced lawn and reflecting pool on the south side of the Liberty Memorial provide a beautiful backdrop 
for outdoor events.

In 1977, City Councilman Bruce R. Watkins organized the Spirit of Freedom Foundation to develop a 
monument to the contributions of the black people in Kansas City. Richard Hunt, a black Chicago sculptor, 
presented an abstract model to reflect the symbolic nature of the subject. He also noted that it was in 
keeping with the improvisational aspects of Kansas City jazz. The fountain was dedicated in 1981 exactly 
one year after Watkins' death.

Stowers Gift of Life Rockhill Rd This memorial fountain honoring organ donors, was donated by the Gift of Life Foundation which educates 
the public regarding the life value of organ donation and to increase the number of organ donors. The artist 
is Richard MacDonald like to create "Joie de Vivre". The sculpture includes a mime trio as they dance to the 
beat of a singularly different drummer....the child spirit within us all.

Stratford Garden 
Park

6250 Stateline Rd This fountain sits in a small triangular parklet in the County Club residential district. The fountain is a hybrid 
of sorts, as it consists of a rectangular horse trough basin affixed to an upright wall surface, typifying the 
classical wall fountain character. This antique Carrara marble horse was reportedly first used in a public 
square in Rome.

Ensley Ln Eight columns of pinkish-hued Verona marble with bases and capitals of white marble were purchased in 
1927. The marble columns are 12' high and twist in a graceful spiral design. The columns are arranged in a 
slight curve. In the center of this curve is a white Carrara marble urn resting on an ornamental stone base. 
The fountain was purchased in Rome and consists of a base around which are four swans. A single jet of 
water issues from the summit.

Located near the entrances to both the Zoo and IMAX Theatre, this fountain marks the beginning of the 
visitor's trek. A limestone terrace guides water down into a stream. The cool water is irresistible during the 
warm months that the zoo is open.

Luxury Retail 
Center

Glennwood & Lamar Bubblers decorate the wall with the name and a lion crest at the corners of this shopping plaza on 119th.

Luxury Retail 
Center

Luxury Retail 
Center

Luxury Retail 
Center

Luxury Retail 
Center



CODE NAME CONDITION GPS COORDINATES ADDRESS CROSS STREET DESCRIPTION INSCRIPTION

F165 N38.98972 W94.72409 66216

F166

F167

F168 Three lakes Apt 12100 Willow Ln Fountains and lakes, along with accompanying geese grace the landscape at the Three Lakes Apartments.

F169

F170 N39 00.463 W94 37.569 67th St Tomahawk Rd

F171 Tropical Asia 6700 Zoo Drive

F172 2 Pershing Square Pershing Rd Main St

F173 E 51st ST

F174 N39.03810 W94.58279 30 W Pershing Rd

F175 1415 Grand

F176 N39.06725 W94.59037 3300 Broadway

F177

F178 Vietnam Veterans N39 03.013 W94 35.285

F179 Vision N39.10952 W94.58114 400 Grand Blvd

F180

F181 N39 00.955 W94 36.129

F182 KC Royals Stadium I-70 Blue Ridge

F183 N39.08299 W94.58317 Grand Ave E Pershing Rd

F184 23rd St Summit St

The Medows 7635 Quivira Dr

The Plaza Tennis 
Ctr

4747 J C Nichols Pky

Thomas H Swope 
Mem

Swope Park In 1896, Thomas Swope donated two square miles to the city for use as a park. One hundred years later, 
Swope Park is still a work in progress. The Kansas City Zoo is enjoying record attendance. Starlight 
Theater offers outdoor musicals and concerts. Improvements to the facilities are constantly on the drawing 
board and these enhancements have strong support in the area. A portion of the memorial to Thomas 
Swope is a 6' pedestal fountain. A 4' balustrade of white stone frames this classical pedestal. 84' to the east 
is the granite mausoleum. Thomas Swope was buried under the floor of the Thomas H. Swope Memorial 
near the Swope Memorial Golf Course in April 1918 about nine years after his death in 1909. This fountain 
was updated in 2003.

Bla Bla

Tomahawk Creek 
Apt

Bla 11600 Tomahawk Creek 
Pky

Tomahawk/Wenon
ga

Sounds of birds and running water are clear as you enter the Tropical Asia building at the zoo. Landscaping 
is thick with plants and trees positioned over rock and soil. Streams of water run throughout this recreation 
of a miniature tropics.

As you enter the lobby from Main street, you will find two twin fountains facing each on either side of the 
elevator lobby. Fullerton Carey Omar Architects created this quiet, relaxing architectural element for the 
building that was built in 1987. 

Miller Nichols 
Library I, II

Rockhill Rd

Union Station - 
Inside

Dedicated when the Station re-opened in 1999, the Science City Fountain was a gift from American Century 
Investments, Inc and is located in the Sprint Festival Plaza. The water in the fountain flows up, not down. 
And while staying "mostly dry," you can walk into the fountain. The fountain is comprised of 18 jet nozzles in 
the basin and 18 more at the top which reverse the water's downward current to generate the fountain's 
trademark water "rods" while sensors detect your presence, shutting the water streams off and on, opening 
a "gateway" to allow entry into the fountain.

United Missouri 
Bank Atrium

VFW Centennial 
Plaza

Located just outside the Veterans of Foreign Wars National Headquarters is the Citizen Soldier, sculpted by 
Jim Brothers and dedicated October, 2001. It is against a backdrop of 5 plaques with 2 bubblers below 
each. The plaques depict: Origins, Legislative, Remembrance, Community Service/Ladies Auxiliary and 
Future Vision. The subtle fountains cannot be seen from the street, but must be viewed at close proximity. 
The plaque for the statue reads: “In 1999, the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Veterans of Foreign 
Wars - this bronze statue was commissioned to commemorate the organization’s first century of service to 
veterans, those in uniform and communities in which they live. “Three important aspects of the VFW’s 
history are commemorated in the design: First and foremost the VFW member is helping the soldier 
symbolizing VFW’s support for veterans. “Secondly the document in the member’s hand symbolized VFW’s 
fight for veterans in the public and political arenas. “Finally the entire design speaks to the metamorphosis 
from soldier to citizen and VFW member.”

Victor X Anderson 
Park

6090 Woodson Rd

The fountain pools represent the country's growing involvement in the war culminating in two pools symbolic 
of the divided opinions of the time. (Words etched on the plaque at the entrance) This fountain is 
provocative in its honesty and beauty. It was developed by the Kansas City Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
Fund, Inc. A semi-circular wall backdrop has the names of 451 casualties. Visitors to this monument leave 
flags and flowers to honor those who served during one of America's most turbulent eras.

A young man looks forward with his dog atop what was once a drinking fountain in the City Market, a vital 
part of Kansas City. The fountain originally stood in the middle of the Signature Brick Courtyard, it now 
stands in front of the east entrance to the Arabia Steamboat.

Volker Memorial Volker Blvd Rockhill Rd Carl Milles, a Swedish sculptor, based his memorial to William Volker an equestrian figure of St. Martin of 
Tours, who had done much to enrich the city. Flanking the main statue are four subsidiary figures. Fountain 
jets are contained in two pools on either side. Three tiers raise water to heights of 5, 20 and 28'. To add a 
touch of humor, Milles has an angel playing the flute from the wrong end and carved a wristwatch on 
another angel.

Ward Pky Mirror 
Pool

6150 Ward Pky This pool fountain was constructed in 1924 as part of the beautification effort along Ward Parkway. 
Renovated in 1965, the pool is equipped with 3 sets of spray rings. The center ring produces higher jets 
giving the fountain symmetry.

This water spectacular is the largest privately owned fountain in the U.S. In 1969, owners Ewing Kauffman 
(Royals) and Lamar Hunt (Chiefs) signed a 25-year lease with the Jackson County Sports Authority. With 
this commitment, the county then proceeded with plans for the highly rated Truman Sports Complex.

Westin Crown 
Center Hotel Lobby

The construction of this hotel preserved a cliffside with conscious effort not to tame the natural formation. 
Designers created a lavish landscape and waterfall to complete the 100' long 60' tall display. It graces the 
lobby of one of Kansas City's premier hotels, the Westin Crown Center, and welcomes visitors into its 
peaceful setting.

Westside Dedicated in September 2001, this fountain is the result of major efforts by the Hispanic community of 
Kansas City.



CODE NAME CONDITION GPS COORDINATES ADDRESS CROSS STREET DESCRIPTION INSCRIPTION

F185 50th St State Line Rd

F186 47th St Mission Rd

F187 N39.10258 W94.58276 E 10th St Main St

F188 N39.09943 W94.56377 E 12th St

F189 Windsor I 4800 Oak St Located outside the entrance to the office on Oak street, this fountain welcomes visitors to the complex.

F190 Windsor II 4800 Oak St

F191 6700 Zoo Drive At the Kansas City Zoo

F192 N39.10271 W94.56361 E 9th St

F193 N39 00.442 W94 35.608 67th St

F194 New N39 02.595 W94 35.493 Broadway

F195 New Seville Plaza Hotel N39 02.927 W94 35.183 4340 Main St

F196 New N38.99531 W94.72335

F197New N38.90862 W94.77892 N Kansas City Rd

F198 ?? N38.93324 W94.77873

F199 N38.94882 W94.77870

F200 New N38.88365 W94.74441

F201 UN Peace Plaza N39.09071 W94.42880

F202 N39.03762 W94.36799

F203

F204 N39.03957 W94.57897

F205 Green Garden N39.03957 W94.57928

F206 N38.94426 W94.66706

F207 Tenth St Fountain N39.10219 W94.58323 10th St Main st

F208 N39.07244 W94.58635 3011 Baltimore Ave

Westwood Hills II

Westwood Hills I

William T & 
Charlotte Crosby 
Kemper Mem

William T 
Fitzsimons Mem

The Paseo Kansas City's claim as the City of Fountains is documented not so much in its numbers and long 
commitment to this art format, but in its use of many styles and forms. The William Fitzsimons Memorial 
Fountain, dedicated in 1922, is a good example. This is a wall fountain located on the end of a terrace at 
12th Street and Paseo. The reality of World War I was brought home to Kansas City with the 
announcement of the death of a Kansas City doctor, William Fitzimons, the first American officer to lose his 
life in that war. There are two memorials to William T. Fitzsimons. One is at 12th Street and the Paseo and 
the other is at 47th Street and the Paseo.

Located inside the complex, it can be reached from the walkway on the north side of Brush Creek. It is open 
to the public. This fountain was created by the developers to honor their agreement with the city to beautify 
the area. It is maintained by the complex.

Winged 
Waterways
Womem's 
Leadership

The Paseo This is one of Kansas City's oldest working fountains, completed in 1899. After a long period of non-use, 
the basin was excavated and repaired in 1970.

67th & Wornall Wornall Rd A feast for the birds, the fountain is located on the west side of Wornall. It is situated in a triangular brick 
pool, with a bubbler that flows into the top most of two pools. The water from the lower pool exit via the 
cherubs mouths.

Towensend Place 46th Ter 2 small bubblers at the upper entry with a multiple step waterfall to the street level

Small bubbler in the entry plaza to the Best Western Hotel

Westbrooke 7375 Quivira Rd, 
Shawnee

Bass Pro Olathe S Renner Blvd

10723 Renner Blvd

Renner Ridge 9835 Renner Blvd

City of Olathe

Bass Pro 
Independence

Dagg Park

Kauffman Girl

Rehabilation 
Institute


